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Troy, City Of And Command Officers
Assn Of Troy
MEMORANDUj\ll OF AGREEl\tlENT
By and Between
The City of Troy
And
The Command Officers Association of Troy
Whereas .there is an Agreement between the City of Troy (City) and the
Command Officers Association of Troy, Inc., (COAT) which agreem~nt was from the .
period of January 1, 1994 to December 31,1995, and
Whereas the parties signed a memorandum o~agreelnent dated June 6, 1998, and
Whereas this below signed Memorandum of Agreelnent seeks to continue those
agreements in full force and effect except as modified herein and
Whereas the terms of this memorandum are to COlnmenceupon the approval by
the Tioy Supervisory Board and continue until Decelnber 31, 2002;
NOW THEREFORE, THE PARTIES DO HEREBY STIPULATE, PROMISE
AND AGREE AS FOLLOWS:
1. Wages. As of 1/1/99 base salary at each Fank to increase 3% retroactively.
As of 1/1/00 base salary at each rank to increase 3% retroactively.
As of 1/1/01 base salary at each rank to increase 3%.
As of 1/1/02 base salary at each rank to increase 3%.
The retroactive payments due from these base raises will be ll1adewithin thirty
(30) days of approval by the Troy Supervisory Board. Only 111elnbersof the
bargainirig unit at the time of the signing of this agreen~ent will be due retroacti ve
payments.
?
~
.
The parti~~ agree.that if the PBA, by conti-act or int~rest arpitration award,
receives a higher wage increase for years 1999,2000,2001 or 2002, as set forth
above, the salaries of members of the bargaining unit shall be increased'
prospectively, to maintain the rank differentials co'ntained in Schedule "A" of the
Agreement, said salaries to be increased at the beginning of the next fiscal year
following such PBA contract or interest arbitration award, without any retroactive
, payments. Any wage adjustnlents inlplemented as a result of this provision shall
be deducted from any prenlium pay due and owing bargaining unit Inembers as
set forth in paragraph 3 below, but such adjustlne~lt shall only be deducted. from
the premium pay set forth in paragraph 3 belo\v.
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clothing allowance for each ~ember shall be increased to $675 on January 1,
2001. Longevity ~llowances shall be increased by $150 for each Inel}'lber
beginning in 2001.
4. Employees regularly scheduled to work ashift on or after 3 :00 p.ln. and ending on
or before midnight-shall receive $4.80 for 1999 and 2000 and $5.25 for 2001 and
2002. Elnployees regularly'sche.duled to work a shift begilming on or after 11:00
p.ln. and ending on or before 8:OOa.nl.shall receive $7.20 _ror1999 and 2000 and
$8.00 for 2001and 2002 for each shift worked, on conlpensatory tinle, on vacation
or personal leave, on holiday, on military leave, assigned to a school or training
course regardless of its hours, or on sick leave for a work related injury or illness.
An employee not regularly assigned to one. of the shifts 'set forth in tlllS section
who is required to work one of those shifts will receive the shift differential
provided by this section for each slllft so worked.
5. The Labor Management Conlmittee shall be charged with the responsibility of
discussing the issue of transitioning of the position of Chief of Police and.
Assistant Chief of Police from C.O.A.T to aProfessional Contract. The Assistant
Chief will be granted the sanle benefits under General Municipal Law section
207111as that which is granted the position of Chief of Police. Any change must
be by nlutual agreement of the parties. The Labor Managel11ent Conlnlittee shall
consist of three (3) Inelnbers selected by C.O.A.T and three (3) nlell1bers selected
by the City.
6. If the absence of one member create~ a vacancy on the patrol roster for 40 hours
in a work week on one platoon or longer by full 40 hour increillents in any
following week or weeks, and this absence requires call back according to the
agreelnent, the Chief Executive Officer of the Bureau or his designee, at Ills 'sole
discretion, can deternline if a nlenlber is needed to be called back for duty.for up
to sixteen (16) hours of a forty (40) hour block needed to fill such vacancy~ and
this designation by.the Chief Executive Officer of the Bureau or his designee can
be for four (4) or eight (8) hour blocks as identified by their assessment of the
needs 'of the City. Furthermore, th~ remaining 24 hours left ti-onl any 40 hour
work week covered under this paragraph shall be placed up for bid as overtinle
hours within that week. Additionally, if a menlber of the bargaining unit wants to
add a Saturday or Sunday to.a full 'vveek's vacation and it is their duty to fill in as
relief rotation as the platoon C0ffi111a.nderon this day a single vacation day or eight
(8) hours of their accrued cOlnpensation tilne, or any other ti111eoff due thenl, nlay
be llsed for such leave request rather than using a personal day~also the Chief
Executive Officer of the Bureau or his designee can, at their sale discretion,
choose to fill or not to till the single day vacancy so c'reated 'vvitha call back for
such day.
A member of the bargaining'unit lnay sell back to the City up to t'vVO(2) weeks
unused vacation tiIne each calendar year. In order to do so, however, the Inelnber
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Inust notify the City, in writing, of his intention to do so on or before November
1st of the year in which he has earned vacation leave that he wants t~,sell. The
Ci.tyshall make payment on or before December 15thof the Salne year.
8. ,Yacation leave shall be schedu}ed in weekly 'periods. Yacation leave for periods
of less th~ one '(1)-week will be allowed only when good cause exists, but in no
event shall an elnployee be permitted to take Inore than one-half,6f his vacation
leave in periods of less than one week. If an elnployee is entitled to an odd
number of weeks 'of vacat~on leave, then one (1) week will be subtracted froll1 his
vacation leave period to calculate one-half of his vacation leave period for
purposes of this paragraph. In support of the City's obligation to develop a
vacation plan C.O.AnT members will select a schedule ofplal1ned vacation for
the ensuing year and submit it to the Chief of Police by March 1st of each year.
The Chief Executive Officer of the Bureau or his desigI).eewill then post a
vacation schedule on or before March 15thof each year. The intent is that, except
for elnergency personal circumstances, the prilnary relief captain will not take'
vacation leave, either a full week or single vacation days, at the Saine tin1e as his
patrol captain. The Chief Executive Officer of the Bureau or his designee will
determine 'what constitutes "emergency personal circllmstances" warranting that
both the primary relief captain and his patrol captain' both take vacation leave at
the same time. Nothing in this agreement shall exclude the use of single personal
days or bereavement -days.A COAT Inember n1ay change their vacation week
upon written request to the Chief Executive Officer of the Bureau or his designee,
provided,such request does not coincide with that con1l11ander'sprin1ary relief
responsibility for a full forty (40) hour week.
9. The parties agree to ilnplement the san1e 207 -c procedure as is agreed to by the',
City and the PBA on the date that san1e becolnes effective for men1bers of the
PBA,
10. "
.
At'the"-pi~e~tti~~ the'~~~ati~~ leave sch~ciu~efor'b~th PBA 111em'ber~-and-
COAT 111embers are identical. The parties recogniz~ that, in. the future, mell1bers .
of the PBA bargaining unit may have a revised vacation leave allowance that
reduces the maxilnum amount of vacation tilne that a PBA 111elnberInight earn
and lengthens the time required to earn it. In order to prevent a newly promoted
PBA bargaining unit membe! from receiving an unintended benefit of a ,
precipitous increase in vacation leave upon promotion, any Inen1ber promoted
into this bargaining unit who would not have been able to earn as much vacation'
tilne as the members of this bargaining unit \-viUbe able to earn no more vacation
tin1e than one 'vveekInore than what he 'vvouldhave been able to earn outside of
this bargaining unit.
_
.. ~_.. n_._.
The City will in1plem~nt a perforP1~.nce evaluation systen1 as specified in General
Order 100-34 in effed at the tin1e of this Agreen1ent or any mutually agreed tipon
revised equivalent. The performal1ce evaluation systen1 is intended to be a
'
mechanisn1 tlll'ough 'vvhich the Bureau can in1prove enlployee perforn1ance by
3
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informing its nlembers about their job perfonnance, and providing the Bureau
with the opportunity to be responsive to menlbers' needs through th~,training
function.
The purpose of the performance evaluation is to ilnprove overall job performance
through an objective and fa,ir evaluation of melnbers of the department in a
lnanner designed to encourage members to perfonn at their highest level.
The evaluation process is intended to be a positive tool for inlprQving workplace
perfonnance. The annual performance evaluation instruillent will 'be placed in an
enlployee's personnel file and maintained in accordance with applicable law and
this Agreement. Performance evaluations may not be used as evidence in chief in
a disciplinary proceeding or appeal therefrol~l without the consent of both the City
and the effected nleillber. Perfoffilance evaluations 111aybe used to inlpeach a
witness in a ,disCiplinary proceeding.
Because the evaluation system set forth in General Order 100-34 does not purport
to ev.aluate'a member's perfonllance in comparison to another nlember's
performance, such evaluations shall ~ot be used or made available to persons ,who
are considering the relative strengths and weaknesses of 111e111bersfor any purpose
under the applicable provisions of any law or this Agreen1ent, including but not
li111itedto proillotional opportunities for the top three persons Qnany eligible list.
12. Article XIX Section ,A(3) of the existing contract shall be lnodified as follows:, ,
"The City vvillcontinue to provide to all Tier 1 nlenlbers without cost t6
any such employee, the one year final average provisions as set forth
in Section'302-9D."
,13. Beginning January 1,2001 the $1,159 stipend paid to all COAT 111enlberswill
becolne part of each Inember's base salary, as shown in the attached salary
schedule. '
Dated:
. /u! /zU1ro .
THE CITY OF TROY
By:~U(7~
,
Nlark P. Pattison~ Mayor
Dated:
\ ~ \ lo'V
C01vlMAl"\JDOFFICERS' ASSOCIATION OF
~~~~
Paul BOltchard, President
'
,
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1998 1999 2000 ' 2001 20.02 . ,
TITLE .. SALARY SALARY SALARY SALARY SALARY
, CHIEF $70,835.00 $72,8'55.00. $74,936.00 $78,273.00 ' $80,516.00
ASSIST. CHIEF $61,214.00 $~3,O50.00 $64,942.00
'
. $68,084.00 $70,127.00
CAPTAIN $54,655.00 $56,295.00 , $57,984.00 : $60,917.0.0 $62,7,45.00
j
:
'1
STIPEND $1,159.00 $1,159..00 $1,159.00 . : (INCLUSIVE IN BASE)
CLOTHING ALLOWANCE $525.00
' $525.00 $525.00 ~$615.00 $6.75.00
i
SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL (EVE) $.30/HR (EVE) $.60/HR (EVE) $.60/HR (EVE) $.656/HR '(EVE) $.656/HR
(NIGHT) $.45/HR (NIGHT) $.90/HR , (NIGHT)$.90/HR (NIGHT) $1.00/HR (NIGHT) $1.00/HR
TEN (10) YEARS $850.00
. $850.00 $850.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00
FIFTEEN (15) YEARS $950.00 $950.00 $950.00 $1,100.00 $1,1aO.ao
NINETEEN (19) YEARS $1,250.00 $1,2'50.00 $1,250.00 $1,400.00 $!1,400.00
TWENTY-FOUR (24) YEAR B $1,350.00 $1,350.00 $1,350.00 $1,500.00 $1,500.00
lWENTY-NINE (29) YEARS $1,700.00 $1,700.00 $1,700.00 $1,850.00 $1,850.00
.
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CITY OF TROY
COMMAND OFFICER SALARY SCHEDULE
.
,
,
.
.,
CHIEF STIPEND '$3,5.00.00 (ADDITIONALLY THE CHIEF O~ POLICE WIL~ RECEIVE $3,50.0.00 WHICH,'
".
.
. WILL B~ PART OF HIS ANNUAL SALARY)" ! , , , .'. ~
.
'0
. \
.(WHEN CALCULATING A RAISE, THE $3500 IS SUBTRACTED, THE % IS I,
.
~AlCULA TED AND THE. $3,500 IS ADDED BACK .IN) .
rPR.EMIUM ~.ONUS $3,000.00
,lJ'
$2,7.00.001$3,000.00 : $2,700.00$3,000.00
.
,
, ,
LONGEVITY
, ;
. :;
, ,
"
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.
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(POLIC~'SCH.XLS) , (3% RAISE FOR ALL YEARS)
..
MElv/ORANDUM OF AGREEA1ENT
By and Between
The City of Troy
And
The C07111nand Officers Association oj' Troy
Whereas there is an Agreement between The City of Troy (City) and the Command
Officers Association of Troy, Inc., (COAT) which agreement was from the period of January
1, 1994 to December 31, 1995, .and
Whereas the parties signed a memorandum of agreement dated December 13. 1994
. that supplemented the basic col1~ctive bargaining agreement but that memorandum of
a~reement has now been so modified that none of its terms are currently in effect: and
Whereas'this below signed Memorandum of Understanding and Agreement seeks to
continue those agreen1ents in full force and effect except as modified herein and
Whereas the terms of this memorandum are to commence upon the aRproval by the,
Troy Supervisory Board and continue until December 31, 1998 and thereafter. Either party
n1ay give the other ,notice that they wish to negotiate a new contract after December 31) 1998;
NOW THEREFORE, THE PARTIES DO HEREBY STIPULATE, PROMISE AND
AGREE AS FOLLOWS:
1. rVAGES.
1996. The City will pay each unit member a one-time payment of four percent
(4%) of their salary, which shall not be added to base, because the 4% has already
been added to the base, \-vhich payment shall represent the 1996 salary increase.
Payment will be made within thirty (30) days of approval of The Troy Supervisory
. . .
."
..'
"Board. In the event the Supervisory Board does not approve of said payment
within 120 days from the signing of this Agreement, the parties will have the right
to negotiate said agreement.
As of 1/1/97 base salary at each rank to increase 2.25% retroactively.
As of 1/1/98 base salary at each rank to increase 3.0% retroactively.
The retroactive payments due from these base raises will be made within thirty
(30) days of approval by the Troy Supervisory Board. Only members of the
"
....
bargaining unit at the time of the signing of this agreement \vill be due retroactive
payments.
The parties further agree that if the PBA, by contract or interest arbitration
award, receives a higher wage increase for years 1996, 1997 ot 1998, as set forth
above, the salaries of members of the bargaining unit shall be increased
prospectively, to maintain the rank differentials contained in Schedule "A" of the
Agreement, said salaries to ,be increased at the beginning of the next fiscal year
following such PBA contract or interest arbitration award, without any retroactive
payments. Any wage adjustments implemented as a result of this provision shall
be deducted from any premium pay due and owing bargaining unit members a set
forth in paragraph 3 below, but such adjustlnent shall only be deducted from the
premium pay set forth in paragraph 3 below.
2. The parties agree that the current Agreement shall be amended to provide for two (2)
'".J.
Assistant Chiefs and eight (8) Captains. The City agrees to maintain eight (8) captains
within sixty (60) days of approvalof the Agreement by the Troy SupervisoryBoard.
PREMIUlvJ PA y: Within thirty (30) days of approval by the Troy Supervisory Board of
The Agreement, each bargaining unit member shall be paid a premium pay bonus of
$3,000.00. In the event the Supervisory Board does not approve of said payment within
120 days from the signing of this Agreement, the parties will have the right to negotiate
said agreement. Additional pr~mium pay bonuses of $3,000.00 shall be paid by the last
payroll period of January 1999, and January 2000. Premium pay bonuses shall cease upon
payment of the year 2000 payment. .
4. If other unions elect Blue Shield "Master I-Iealth" Plan, and the CSEA "Emerald
Prescription Plan, the Union shall also agree. The parties further agree that if "Master
',... . . . . .
Health Plus Plan" is modified prior to its implementation, the City agrees that it will
negotiate with the Union with respect to said cDanges.
5. Within thirty (30) days of the acceptance by the Troy Supervisory Board of this : - ,
Agreement, there shall.be a bid for all positions by all members of the bacgaining unit.
"
...
The bidding shall be based on seniority. Thereafter, unit members will no longer bid
yearly, but rather only as positions or assignments become vacant or a new assignment is
~ ..
-. -- .- -.
- - "
created. If a new Table of Organization is promulgated by the City, bargaining unit
menlbers may bid for such assignments by seniority.
6. Eliminate Article ArxVII 3. (Boiddingonce each year)
7. With respect to the assignment to Inspectional Services Unit (Internal Affairs), the
qualifications and criteria for selecting the assignment will be established by a Labor
Management Committee. All other factors of qualifications equal among bidders) the
most senior bidder will be selected for said assignment. .The bargaining unit member
assigned to the Inspectional Services Unit (Internal Affairs) shall have the right to leave
said assignment after three (3) consecutive years of service in the assignment. The
bargaining unit member may be removed from the assignment at any time by mutual
agreement of the Chief of Police or Chief Executive Officer and the unit member. For
good and sufficient reason) the Executive Officer of the Police Bureau may remove a
bargaining unit"memoberfrom the assignment.
8. When a Command Officer is scheduled to work a weekend, a request by such officer for
time off on that weekend will only be approved if it is a request for personal leave) or it is
for a bid vacation or for a non bid vacation week consisting of the use of five complete
vacation days within a Sunday to Saturday work week. Requests for single vacation days
or for use of compensatory time on weekends VIill not be approved. The rotation
schedule) which dictates the weekend each commander must rotate and fill in on a
weekend, will remain based on each commander working one weekend once every fourth
weekend in rotation.
9. The Labor Management Committee shall be charged with the responsibility of discussing
the issue of whether a member of the bargaining unit is to be available at all times. Any
°
change must be mu.tual agreement of the p~rti~s. The ~abor Management ComfTlitt~e
shall consist. of three (3) members selected by COAT and three (3) members selected by
the City.
10. The City °Agrees to withdraw the current Manageria1lConfidential Petition pending before
PERB and agrees not to refile said petition or any new Managerial/Confidential Petition
against any of the bargaining unit members for the period through and including
December 31) 2000. The Union agrees to withdraw all pending grievances and Improper
Practice Charges regarding appointments to positions in the bargaining unit.
Dated:
Dated:
, ...
. ...
'('ICCQ
THE CITY OF TROY 2
.
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~ l{1'~/{!J .By: ./::.- ,. it, (
"
u~
"
~/9~ THE CONllv1ANDOFFICERS ASSOCIATIONOF TROY
.
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- -Uruess othervvise'agreed by the' parties,: 'with respect to the .Inspectioruti .. .
' ~:..=~~7~:~~~.~~:;:::{~'~::_'_~.:.". ... Services Dnit (Internal Affairs), the qualifications and criteria for .
.~.-
~.:.:-';':'~.:~:'::':'-~:.:'.'
. .
selecting the assignment by the Labor Management Committee shall .
. ..
-'. '-'~.. -'~. .: contain the requirement that a Captain must have a minimum of two years
. :..~.. . experience as a Troy Police Captain. Ifno Captain meeting this two year
requir~ment submits a request to :fill this position both parties agree to
wave the 2 year minimum requirement. If a Captain in the Inspectional
Services Unit ( Internal Affairs) chooses to voluntarily leave the Unit after
.
serving three years in the unit tlut ~~ptain must bid into. an operi position
or fill the junior Captal.!l position that gets assigned to the unit
. .u .. ..
,
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If two Captains or two Assi~tant Chiefs wish to mutually:agx-ee to switch
positions voluntarily they may do so provided that no seniority provisions
of the contract are violated and with the permission of the E.O. and or the
Chief of Police as will be appro~ate at the time.
Dated:
~Ib{ ere
THE CITY. OF T~
By: lJ~lrl-{~
Dated:
G\ ~\~Y
,
THE COMMAND OFFICERS
:~~~~
By:
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COMMAND OFFICERS ASSOCIATION OF TROY
1994 1995
A G R E E MEN T
- 7.J/ ~"\
entered into this ;/ day of~'~ 1993, between:
THE CITY OF TROY, a New York municipal corporation ( hereinafter
referred to as. the "EMPLOYER" or the "CITY"), and
COMMAND OFFICERS ASSOCIATION OF TROY INC., a labor organization
existing under the laws of the state of New York ( hereinafter
referred to as the "ASSOCIATION")
The terms of the Labor Agreement shall be for a period of two (2)
years, i.e., from January 1, 1994 through December 31, 1995.
ARTICLE I. PURPOSE AND INTENT
The general purpose of this agreement is to set forth terms and
conditions of employment and to promote orderly and peaceful labor
relations between the city of Troy, New York, the Employees and the
Association.
.
The parties mutually recognize that the responsibilities of both
the employees and the City of Troy to the public require that any
disputes arising between the employees' and the City be adjusted and
settled in an orderly manner without interruption of services to
the public.
The parties further recogniz~ the essential public service herein
involved, and that the general health, welfare and safety of the
community are dependent upon proper service to the community and
agree to continue to encourage efficiency Qn the part of the
members of the Bureau.
To these ends, the city of Troy and the Association encourage to
the fullest degree, friendly and cooperative relations between the
respective representatives on all levels and among all employees.
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN.THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISIO~ OF THIS
AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION
BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFOR,
SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY
HAS GIVEN APPROVAL. .
1
..: ,.
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I .
NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the premises and the
mutual promises and agreements herein contained, it is agreed that:
Lo
.
ARTICLE IIo DEFINITIONS
Ao IDASSOCIATION°O shall mean the Command Officers
Association of Troy.
Bo IUCOMMAND OFFICERIO as used herein shall include all
personnel of ranks Chief, Assistant Chief, and Captain.
( Note: .whenever the words tUhe, his or himoD appear,
they shall mean also oVshe, her Ds or her as the case
ma y be 0 )
Co 8OMEMBER90 or UOEMPLOYEEDD shall mean a person employed by
the Department of Public Safety of the City of Troy as
a Command Officer.
.
Do IVSERVICEOO or DlLENGTH OF SERVICEDO includes all service
with the City of Troy, starting with the first day of
employee's appointment.
Eo IODEPARTMENTOO shall mean the Troy Department of Public
Safety.
F.. DOEMPLOYER'O shall mean the Troy Police Bureau, Department
of Public Safety.
Go DlCHIEFOO shall mean the Chief of Police as def ined in
Section 7.05 of the City Charter.
He ODCITY MANAGERDO shall mean the city Manager of the city
of Troy.
J. OUGRIEVANCEOO shall mean a claimed violation,
misinterpretation or inequitable application of the
existing rules, procedures or regulations covering
working conditions applicable to the members of the
.Bureau and shall include. all .the .provisions of this
agreement.
K.. UDASSOCIATION OFFICERDI shall refer to the officer or
representatives of the Association.
UDBARGAINING COMMITTEEfU shall mean a committee composed
of not more than (3) members and counsel who will meet
and negotiate with the City concerning this agreement
or future agreements.
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M. "GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE" shall mean. a committee of not more
than (2) members and counsel, if necessary designated
by the Association, to review, screen, and to adjust
grievances presented by employees.~
','COURT APPEARANCE" shall mean that a police off icer
must appear or give testimony in any recognized court,
before a grand jury, or any recognized departmental or
agency hearing which may compel his attendance either
by subpoena or by directions of his superior officer.
N.
O. "POLICE OFFICER" shall mean any sworn personnel
including Command Officers.
ARTICLE III. RECOGNITION AND BARGAINING UNIT
Pursuant to and in accordance with all applicable provisions of the
Public Employees Fair Employment Act of 1967, (Section 200 et. seq.
of the civil service Law) and other applicable laws, the
representative for the purpose of collective bargaining in respect
to rates of. pay, wages, hours of employment and other terms and
conditions of employment of all command off icers of the Police
Bureau, for the terms of this agreement.
ARTICLE IV NO STRIKE, NO LOCKOUT PLEDGE
As . required by section 210 of the civil Service Law, the
Association agrees that during the term of the agreement and as
long as it is or continues to be the recognized or certified
bargaining representative of the employees of the Bureau of Police,
it will not engage in a strike, or cause, instigate, encourage or
condone a strike by its members. Similarly, the City agrees that
it will not lock out its employees in the' Bureau of Police or in
any other way penalize or discriminate against them for the purpose
of creating pressure upon such employees to accept its terms and
conditions during negotiations.
ARTICLE V. ASSOCIATION DUES
A. The City agre'es to deduct Association membership dues and
assessments in accordance with the.Constitution and by-laws of the
Association from the .pay of each member.of the bargaining unit who
executes or has executed and" Authorization for Payroll Deduction:
form. Such form shall be provided by the Association.
B. Deductions shall be made only in accordance with the
provisions of said "Authorization for Payroll Deduction" and the
provisions of this Agreement.
'c. A properly executed copy of such "Authorization for
Payroll Deduction" form for each member of the bargaining unit for
3
whom Association membership dues are to be deducted hereunder shall
be delivered to the city before any payroll deductions are made.
D. Payroll deductions pursuant to all properly executed
"Authorization for Payroll Deduction" fo~ms shall become effective
with the first full payroll after application is tendered to the
city.
E. Deductions for any calendar month shall be remitted to the
designated financial officers of the Association not later than the
lOth day following the calendar, month in which the deduction was
made. Each month, the City shall furnish the designated financial
officer with a list of those for whom the Association has submitted
a signed "Authorization for Payroll Deduction" form. If th~re is
no deduction made and the Association has submitted a signed'
"Authorization for Payroll Deduction" form, the City shall include
this information and reason for this with the list to the
designated financial officer.
F. Any'dispute between the Association and the City which may
arise as to whether an employee properly executed or properly
revoked a "Authorization for Payroll Deduction" form shall be
reviewed by the Association and designated representative of the
City. Should this review not dispose of the matter, the dispute
may be referred to the Grievance Procedure. Pending settlement ~r
adjudication of the .dispute, the City will hold in escrow the
amount supposed to have been deducted and pay the same to the
Employee or the Association as the case may' be when the dispute is
'resolved.
G. Employees who are members of the Association at the time
this agreement becomes effective shall be members for the duration
of this ~greement and the City shall not honor revocations from any
member included in this pr9vision.
H. The City shall not be liable to the Association by reason
of the requirements o-f the agreement for the remittance of payment
of any sum other than that constituting actual deductions made from
wages earned by the employee.
. I~ ..Membership in the Association shall not be a condition of
employment or a preference in the continuation of employment.
However, subject to the limitations and conditions provided for in
section 208-3 (b) of the civil Service Law and pursuant to the
authority provided for in said statute, the City agrees to deduct
from the wages of each employee' the equivalent 'to the dues
deducted from the wages of an Association member and to transmit
such sum to the Association as above provided. Dues deductions
shall only occur upon attainment and maintenance of membership in
the Association equal to seventy percent (70%) of the bargaining
unit employees Cind for such annual periods as the Association
maintains that percentage 'membership.
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ARTICLE VI. MANAGEMENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
A. Except as otherwise provided herein and subject to other
controlling provisions of this agreement, statutes and laws, it is
recognized that the government and !£lanagement of the City, the
control and management of its properties and the maintenance of
municipal functions and operations are reserved to remain and shall
be solely and exclusively the city's right. Paramount among these
rights, but by no means inclusive, are the rights involving public
policy, determination of the mission, purpose and duties of the
various departments and bureaus of the City, their budgets,
organization, number of employees, and the numbers, type~ and
grades of positions of employees assigned to technology of
performing the work, the rights to manage and direct work forces,
to decide the number and location of stations and other facilities,
to determine and 'repair, amount of s~pervision necessary, machinery
and tool equipment and material in order to operate and manage its
affairs in ali respects in rights and obligations in contracting
for matters relating to municipal operations. The rights of
contracting or subcontracting are solely vested in the city.
B. It is further recognized that the Charter places
responsibility on the City Manager as Chief Executive Officer of
the City for enforcing the laws of the state and City, exercising
supervision and control over executive departments of the City, for
preparing and submitting an annual budget, for directing the proper
performance of all City Departments and for carrying out all other
charter responsibilities and provisions so designated. Also, that
it is the responsibility of the Mayor and City Council to enact
local 'laws, ordinances, resolutions and to appropriate money.
Similarly, the responsibility of' the city for determining
classifications, status and tenure of members, establishing rules,
ini tiating promotions and disciplinary actions, certifying payrolls
and reviewing of appointments in the City service, are also
recognized. The foregoing~'" however, ~s limited by State and
Federal laws where applicable and by controlling provisions of this
agreement. '
C. It. is further recognized that the City shall have the
exclusi ve ~ight' to adopt, revise and enforce aepartmental and
working rules, regulations and practices, to carry out cost and
general improvement programs including the right to hire, to
suspend, to demote or to discharge, to take other disciplinary
action against employees for just cause, to assign, promote or
transfer, to determine the amount of overtime to be worked, to
relieve employees from duty because of lack of work or funds, or
for other legitimate reasons, subject only to overriding provisions
of the agreement.
5
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D. It is agreed by the cLty ~nd the Association, that the
city is obligated, legally and morally, to provide equality of
opportunity, consideration and treatment of all members of the
Bureau and to establish polices and regulations that will insure
such equality of opportunity, consideration and treatment of all
members employed by the Bureau in all phases of the employment
process.
,
.
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E. It is further intended that this agreement and its
supplements shall be an implementation of the Charter and Ordinance
authority of the city council, the City Manager, and the Bureau
Heads, the rules and regulations promulgated by the Department of
Public safety and the provisions of the Public Employment Act.
F. The City will not aid, promote or finance any labor 'group
or organization purporting to engage in collective bargaining or
make any agreement with. any SUC0 group or organization which would
violate any rights of the Association under this agreement.
..
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NO OFFICIAL OR AGENT OF THE CITY SHALL:
1.. Interfere with, restrain or coerce employees
in the exercise of t~eir rights to join or to
refrain from joining a labor organization, except
where permitted by law to avoid a conflict of
interest.
2. Initiate, create, dominate, contribute to or
inter£ere with the formation or administration of
any employee organization meeting the requirements
of law.
3. Discriminate in regard to employment or conditions
of employment in order to encourage or' to
discourage membership in a labor organization.
4. Discriminate against any employee because he has
given testimony. or taken part in any grievance
procedure or other hearings, negotiations or
conferences as part of the labor organization
recognized ~nder th~ terms of thi~ agreement.
5. 'Refuse to meet, to negotiate or to confer on proper
matters with representatives of the Association as
set forth in this agreement, provided, however,
that the Employer is not required to meet with any
representative group or committee containing more
than' five (5) Association. members and counsel.
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ARTICLE VIII. RIGHTS OF EMPLOYEES
A. Members of the force hold a unique status as public
officers in that the nature of their office and employment irivolves
the exercise of a portion of the police power of the municipality.
','~.
.
B. The security of the community depends to a great extent on
the manner in which police officers perform their duty. Their
employment is thus under the nature of a public trust.
c. It.is recognized that in unusual situations, the personal
life of a police officer or his conduct when not on active duty may
be considered illegal ,and, therefore, become the subject of
departmental investigation. The President of the Association shall
be notified immediately of the proposed investigation and the
reason therefore; otherwise, no investigation shall be made into
the personal life of an officer which does not affect his ability
to perform assigned duties, and no disciplinary proceeding may flow
therefrom.
'
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D. It is recognized also that the wide ranging powers and
duties given to the Bureau and its members involve them in all
manner of contacts and relationships with the public. out of these
contacts may come questions concerning the actions of members of
the force. These questions may require immediate investigation by
superior officers designated by the city Manager. In an effort to
ensure that these investigations are conducted 'in a manner which is
conductive to good order and discipline, the following rules are
adopted.
. .
1. The interrogation of a m~mber shall be at a
reasonabl~ hour, preferably when the member is on duty,
unless the urgency of the investigation dictates
otherwise in which event, neither of the above
alternatives is feasible a~d the member's time is lost,
he shall be compensated therefor, pursuant to the
provisions of Article X. section 2A.
i:~
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2. The interrogations shall take place at a
location designated by the investigating officer.
Usually it will be at Police Headquarters. '
. .
3. The member shall be informed of the nature of the'
investigation before any interrogation commences, including
the name of the complainant. The address of the ~la~ts
and/or witnesses need not be disclosed. However, sufficient
information to reasonably apprise the member of the
allegations should be provided. If it is know that the
member is being interrogated as a witness only, he should
be so informed' at the initial contract.
"
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4. The questioning shall not be excessive. Reasonable
respites shall be allowed. Time shall be provided for
personal necessities, meals, telephone calls and rest ~
as are necessary. '
..::;.. : :
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5. No member shall be required to submit to a
polygraph test during the investigation of alleged
departmental misconduct.
6 . The member sha 11 not be subj ect to any 0ffens ive
language nor shall he be threatened with transfer, dismissal
or other disciplinary punishment. No promises of reward
shall be make as inducement to answering questions.
.~: :.:
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7. The complete interrogation of the member shall be
recorded mechanically or by a department stenographer.
There will be no "off-the-record" questions. All recesses
called during questionin'g will be recorded. Interrogation
records shall be the' property of the City of Troy, but a
,copy will be made available to the Association, and/or to the
individual upon request.
"
8. If a member is under arrest or ,is likely to be,
that is, if he is a suspect or the target of a criminal
investigation, he shall be given his Constitutional rights
pursuant to the controlling decisions of the Supreme Court of
the united States in effect on the date of the interrogation.
".
.
9. In all cases, in the interest of maintaining a
degree of high morale of the force. the city shall afford an
opportunity for a member if he so requests, to consult with
counsel and/or his Association representative before being
questioned concerning a violation of law or the Rules and
Regulations of the Bureau. Counsel and a representative of
the 'Association may be present during the interrogation of a
member.
fM:':\~~
10. Whenever an entry is placed in the employee Is
personnel record, the employee shall be advised of the
action in writing within three (3) days of such entry.
"
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ARTICLE VIII. DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS:
"
",
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A. In the event that an investigation results in the
institution of disciplinary action, a representative of the
Association shall be free to participate in all stages of the
proceedings if the Association so elects, and shall be provided
with a copy of the charges and specifications, recommendations and
decisions, if so requested.
B. Unless the affected police officer should otherwise agree,
with prior notice to the Association all disciplinary proceedings
shall be controlled by Article 5 of the civil service Law of the
state of New York. If the affected officer is found guilty, he.may
within twenty (20) days, in writing, elect to follow the appeal
.procedure .set forth in the statute or appeal to arbitrati"on as
provided in this agreement.
. . ~.
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If an election is made to review by arbitration, the
election shall be to the exclusion of all other remedies
and the arbi tra tor shall be limited to the evidence
contained in the record. The arbitrator shall have the
'power to reverse or to modify any finding of quilt and
the degree of punishment imposed.,
C. No employee may be brought up on charges for acts which
occurred more than twelve (12) months prior to the serving of
charges upon him except for acts which would constitute a crime.
k~TICLE IX. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
A. Declaration of Basic Principle.
,
.
.
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Every employee or the Association shall have the right to
present a grievance in. accordance with the procedures provided
herein, free from interference, coercion, restraint, discrimination
or reprisal, and shall have the right to be represented by a person
of his own choosing at all stages of the grievance procedure.
B.
.
Initlal Presentation.
.
.'
;~)~:a~
. .
, 1. An employee who claims to have a grievance shall
present the grievance to the ,Chief of Police, in writing, within
five (5) days after he learns of the situation which created or
caused the grievance. The Chief of Police shall discuss the
grievance with the member and shall make such investigation as he
deems appropriate, all on an informalo basis.
" '
,
"
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2. within three (3) days after presentation of the
grievance to him, the Chief shall make his decision and
communicate the same, in writing, by personal delivery to the
grievant, his- representative, if any, and to the Association
President or his designee.
,', c. Third staqe.
If the member or the Association does not accept the
decision of the Chief, an appeal therefrom may be taken by either
or both to the City Manager within ten (10) days from the receipt
of the Chief's decision. The Manager shall review the record
submitted by the Chief and render a decision thereon within (5)
days. The Manager shall meet with the member, his representative
and/or the Association, if so requested. A grievance affecting
more than one individual member may be treated as a policy
grievance and initiated by the Association by submission to the
Chief and to the City Manager at this stage of the grievance
procedure.
......
a .-.
D. Appeals to Arbitration
~. The Association may request arbitration of the
decision of the City Manager within twenty one (21) calendar days
after receipt of his decision. The appeal shall be taken and the
arbitration shall proceed in accordance with the rules and
regulations established by the Public Employment Relations Board.
The fees and expenses of the arbitration shall be shared by the
City and the Association.
::::.~:.~1
"
,
2. The Decision of the arbitrator shall be binding on
the City and th~ Association.'
ARTICLE X. HOURS OF WORK AND OVERTIME
section 1 - Hours of Work
A., The basic work week for all members shall be forty (40)
hours. A regular work day for each police officer shall be a
period'of eight (8) consecutive hours including meal periods. ,
~. A unit member shall be on duty in the Patrol Division of
the Bureau of Police at all times. '
.
~
.
.
section 2 - Overtime
A. All members recalled to duty shall be paid not less than
Four (4) hours for court time and three (3) hours pay for all other
time as provided in paragraph "A" above.
B. Any member required to worked shall be compensated for a
minimum of one (1) hour. '
10
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ARTICLE XI. PERMANENT, PROBATIONARY AND PROVISIONAL POLICE OffICERS
Subject to the provisions of the civil Service Law and
the applicable rules of'the civil Service commission, employees are
hereby classified as follows:
..... A. Permanent Employees: A permanent employee is a police
officer who has completed his probationary period after an
appointment from a civil service List. If the employee has
received a promotional appointment and it is on probationary status
in the higher ranking position, a position shall be made available
to him in the event that it is decided that he will not have
permanent status in the higher rank. Such a return to the lower
rank shall not cause a layoff of other members of such lower rank.
'.
:..
"
.~h .~
B.' Probationary. Employees: A newly appointed police off icer
shall be deemed on probation for the minimum period required by the
Rules and Regulations of the civil Service commission. The City
may extend the probation period beyond the minimum and up to the
maximum period upon giving notice to the employee as to the reason
why his appointment has not been made permanent. The employee
shall, during the probationary period, be entitled to all the
benefits available under this agreement. The same provisions shall
apply to a police officer who has received a probationary term by
law or be the rules of the civil Service Committee.
c. provisional Employees: A provisional employee is a police
officer who is holding a position without appointment from a civil
Service List. The City agrees that it shall not make Provisional
appointments except and only for the duration of an emergency as
set forth in section 3.10 of the City Charter.
-..
~.......
ARTICLE XII. SENIORITY
A. Seniority shall be determined as of the date of the
employee's appointment or promotion from a civil Service List as a
police officer in the City of Troy. If two or more employees are
appointed or.promoted on the same day, the person standing highest
on the civil Service Eligibility List shall be considered the
senior appointee.
. .
. ..
Included. shall be time spent in the armed forces on
military leave, time lost because of duty-connected disability,
sick leave or authorized leave of absence, not to exce~d one year,
except that leave of absence ~o engage in other employment or field
of endeavor shall not be included.
.
'
...
B. An up-to-date seniority list showing the n~mes, length of
service dates, and rank shall be furnished the AssociatiQn. A copy
of the list shall be maintained for inspection by members.
11
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c. An employee shall forfeit his seniority rights only for
the following reasons:
1. Resignation
2. Dismissal without reinstatement
3. Regular service retirement
......
'or.::
.,'
D. The City is in accord with the principle that seniority
should be a major factor in filling job openings, unless the senior
employee is not qualified to perform the duties required. It is
recognized, however, that'the public safety must not be jeopardized
through artificial constraints resulting from strict application of
seniority.
E. In determining preference for the purpose of selection of
vacations or assignments, seniority within rank shall control. The
choice of vacations shall be by seniority, consistent with units
shall draw vacation assignments among themselves.
"
-:.,.
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F. In the event it becomes necessary to reduce the police,
seniority within the Bureau shall govern layoffs and reca~ls. The
employee lowest on the Seniority List shall be the first laid off
and last to be recalled.
ARTICLE XIII. HOLIDAYS
A. All employees whose tour of duty does not require them to
work shall be released from duty without loss of pay on the
following holidays:
.......
:.
.~...:.:
~.".JI
New Year's Day
M.L. King's Birthday
Lincoln's Birthday
washington's Birthday
Election Day
Memorial Day
Member's Birthday
Independence Day
Labor Day
Columbus Day
Veteran's Day
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day
B. Furthermore such employees shall be paid thirteen (13)
additional days pay whether or not he is required to work on any of
the above mentioned holidays. Such additional holiday pay shal~ be
accumulated from December 25 of each year and paid in a lump sum on
the first pay day in December of the following year.
..
, C. An employee on formal, unpaid leave of absence or layoff
shall not receive holiday pay during such l~ave.
::,": :
"JII&.'
D. Holiday pay will not be paid to any employee scheduled to
work on a holiday who fails to report for s~ch work, unless he has
a good and satisfactory reason for the absence.
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E. Whenever civilian city employees are excused from work
because of a special event not included in the regular calendar
such as Good Friday, death of an important public figure or any
other' occasiori declared a holiday. by the, city, state or Federal
authorities, equal time off shall be allowed to members of the
Police Bureau, either on the same day, or if required to work' on
that day, on another day.
F. When an association member works his or her regularly
scheduled hours on a holiday, he/she will be compensated eight (8)
hours compensatory time. In addition, when an Association member
works overtime or call-back on a holiday qS defined in Paragraph
"A" above, the will be compensated four (4) hours compensatory
time. The grant{ng of compensatory time shall be in addition to
any other compensation as specif ied in Paragraph liB" above.
.
ARTICLE XIV. LEAVE OF ABSENCE-~WITHOUT PAY
A. The Chief may grant leaves of absence without pay to
employees for periods up to fifteen (IS) working days per calendar
year. Leaves of absence in excess of fifteen '(15) working. days
must be. submitted to the City Manager for approval. No leave shall
exceed one (1). year.
.
B. A leave of absence without pay may be required for any
'legitimate purpose by such leave shall not be granted if it is
detrimental to the best interest of the city.
C. Employees shall request such leaves of absence, in
writing, well in advance of the date so desired, however, the Chief
and/or the City Manager may make exceptions in emergency
situations.
D. For leaves exceeding thirty (30) days, the employee may
continue such benefits as hospitalization, life insurance, etc., at
his own expense.
E.' If two employees request leave for the same period, and
the City cannot spare more than one, th~ senior employee shall be
given preference unless the other employee. needs the tin:e for
cogent, emergent reasons..
. .
ARTICLE XV. SICK LEAVE
A. All members shall be. allowed time off for illness without
lim£tation. Any employee absent because of illness shall. notify
the Desk Officer of such absence and the reason therefor on the
first day of such absence, unless his physi~al condition prevents
him' from' giving such notice, in which event notice shall be given
as soon as possible.
. .
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B. Whenever a member is reported sick or disabled, it shall
be the duty of the Police surgeon to inquire into the member'~
condition as soon as possible and, if in his-judgement, such.member
may be unable to perform his duties or may reguire the attention of
a physician, said surgeon shall issue a certificate addressed to
the Chief of Police or the City Manager relieving such member from
duty.
,
.
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' c. If an employee becomes disabled because of injuries
received in the course of his employment with an employer other
than the city of Troy and when the. injured is not engag,ed in
activities related to police security or similar duties and the
employee is receiving Workmen's Compensation benefits from such
employer or from his insurance carrier, he will be co~tinued on
sick leave for such period of disability up to the maximum ~eriod
provided in section 73 of the civil Service Law, but the City of
Troy may reduce his wages by an amount equal to' the Workmen's
Compensation benefits that he receives.
;A.....
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D. If the Police Surgeon determines that an employee is not
physically fit for 'duty as a police officer, but is capable of
performing work of an unrelated nature in outside employment his
sick leave will be contin~e~ until such time. as the Police Surgeon
certifies him fit for full active duty.
E. Any member who is unfit for duty due to a job-related
injury or illness of a temporary nature shall, during such absence
from duty, continue to'receive all benefits under this agreement to
which he would otherwise be entitled.
-- -
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F. Any member not using sick leave in a six (6) month period
will be given one (1) additional vacation day. Any member who is
out of work due to an on-the job injury will not lose this benefit.
ARTICLE XVI. MILITARY LEAVE
A. The City will abide by the re-employment rights as
provided in the Selective Service Act and in the New York state
military Law, as they now are in .effect or may be amended. Regular
employees who are members of the National Guard or of a military
Reserve organization'~ill be granted a leave of absence without pay-
if called to active duty.
. ...;
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B. As more fully set forth in Section 242 of the Military
Law, police officers who are members of the National Guard or of
any Military Reserve organization and who are required to attend
training sessions or other military duty, shall be granted leave of
absence with full pay for a period not to exceed (30) days and such
leave will not be charged to vacation or any other leave provisions
of this agreement.
I
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ARTICLE XVII. VACATION LEAVE
Vacation leave is authorized absence from duty with pay.
A. Vacation leave shall be earned in accordance with the
following schedule.
TIME EMPLOYED WITH THE CITY VACATION LEAVE EARNED
61 through 120 months
121 through 180 months
181 through 240 months
241 through 300 months
301 or more months
20 work
25 work
30 work
35 work.
40 work
days
days
days
days
days
per year
per year
per year
per year
per year
No seasonal, temporary or part-time employee is eligible for
vacation leave.
~J
B. Employees shall receive credit for a month worked for
every month in which they worked or received wages for a minimum of
fifteen (15) working days. Time lost by an employee by reason of
absence without pay shall not be considered in computing earned
credits for vacation leave.
c. All credits for months earned shall be computed from the
date of appointment as an employee of the City of Troy.
D. Employees may accumulate vacation leave credits for future
use to a maximum of Forty (40). workdays.
'..
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E. Vacat~on leave schedules shall be. designed by the City so
as to permit the continued operation of all City functions without
interference. .
F. Vacation leave shall be scheduled in weekly periods.
Vacation leave for periods of less than one (1) week will be
allowed only when good cause exists.
G. Employees shall be entitled to compensation of unused
vacation leave in any of the foll~wing instances:
. .
.
'1. Any employee who gives at least five (5) working days
written notice regarding termination of his employment. with the
City shall he entitled to compensation for any unused vacation
leave time, as of the date of separation
.-~ 2. Any employee who is placed on indefinite layoff or
separated. shall. be compensated for his accrued and unused vacation
leave time. .
15
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3. Any employee who enters military service shall be
compensated for unused leave time in accordance with section 8
above, paid to him at the time he leaves the City to enter military
servi.ce.
.
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4. Any member entitled to vacation benefits who may die
prior to receipt of said benefits shall have an amount equivalent
to his pay for those days paid to his partnership or estate.
..
5. Any member entitled to vacation benefits who may
become ill or incapacitated prior to the taking of such vacation
shall have the right to postpone the taking of such vacation until
such time as he i.s physically capable of so doing or at his
election to receive an amount equivalent to his pay for each and
every day of the vacation period to which he would be entitled.
similarly, an employee who becomes ill or disabled while on
vacation and requires hospitalization, shall have the time spent in
the hospital charged to sick leave and not to earned vacation
leave.
,,'
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H. A leave of absence without pay, or a resignation followed
by reinstatement or re-employment in City service within one (1)
year following such resignation, shall not constitute an
interruption of continuous service for the purpose of this section,
provided, however, that the leave without payor the period between
resignations and reinstatement or.re-employment, during which the
employee is not in City service shall not be counted in determining
eligibility for additional vacation leave credits under this
section.
...::;;.:.:~
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I: Employees may utilize earned vacation leave credits in
case of illness or death of family members other than those defined
under the personal leave provisions of this contract .as "immediate
family". Advance notice of not less than twenty-four (24) hours
shall be provided when"possible.'.'
.
ARTICLE XVIII. HEALTH INSURANCE
A. The City shal~ 'prdvide Health Insurance with benefits that
are at least equal. to or greater than the New York state Government
Employee's Health. insurance Program.
B . Active and retired members of the bargaining unit may
subscribe to the Plan.
,..
"
c. The cost of such insurance shall be paid in full by the
city.
D. In addition to'the benefits. provided above, and in Section
207-C of the General Municipal Law, an employee injured in the
course of duty who required hospitalization will be provided with
private room care at the. expense of the.ci.ty.
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E. All employees shall be covered for, death benefits as
provided in section 208-a and 208-C of the General Municipal Law.
F. Additionally, the City shall provide and maintain the Blue
Cross/shield family Dental Plan currently used for members of the
Association and their dependents and to which the City shall
contribute one hundred percent (100%) of the annual premiums for
coverage of members' and their dependents.
G. In addition to the health plan currently available
employees under this contract the benefits of Group Number 7735
shall be made available to the members.
ARTICLE XIX. RETIREMENT PLAN
A. The City. shall be a participant in the New York state
Policeman's and Firemen's Retirement System and shall subscribe to
the following plans.
1. Non-contributory "25" Year Plan, Section 384 and
section 375-C,E,G, and I, of the Retirement and Social Security
Law.
2. The City will further provide to all members without
cost to such employees as elect. to subscribe thereto the non-
contributory twenty (20) year 'retirement plan provided in Section
384-D of the Retirement and Social Security Law.
3. The City will provide to all members without cost to
any employee, the one year final average provisions as set forth in
section 302-90.
B. The following "fringe" retirement benefits shall. further
be subscribed to :
1. Additional retirement benefits provided for in
section 341-K of the Retirement and Social Security Law (military
service credit and World War II credit) in accordance with terms
set forth in said statute.
.
2. As 'ava{laSle reopening of the privilege of havi~g
service credited for a past period of military leave without pay.
3. The right to purchase credit for service while a
member of any other New York State or subdivision of the State's
Retirement System. .
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ARTICLE XX. .UNIFORM ALLOWANCE AND UNIFORMS
A. Effective January 1, 1994, all members shall earn a
clothing allowance of $525.00 Pro Rata for replacement of uniform
items and equipment.
B. Uniform allowance earned shall be paid in cash to the
employee annually on or before February 1 of each year.
C. Members who terminate their employment shall not receive
compensation for uniform allowance earned but not paid.
D. Newly promoted or reassigned officers shall be supplied by
the City at its expense with all additional uniforms, clothing and
equipment required in connection ~ith the new position. When a
member reverts tOHa regular uniformed assignment. after five (5)
years or more of consecutive service out of uniform, the City will
supply equipment and unifor~ items whi~h he does not have or which
are not fit for present use for reason other than siz~ alone.
E. In event that the City decides to change the style of
uniforms worn by Police Officers, the City will supply new uniforms
at its own expense without charge-back to the allowance described
abov.e.
F. The City will replace at its expense all clothing and
equipment damaged, stolen or destroyed in the course of duty
excluding normal wear and tear.
ARTICLE XXI. WAGES
A. Wages. The wage or salary scales are set forth in
Schedule "A" attached to this agreement and made a part hereof.
B. To determine the hourly rate, the total annual
remuneration, including longevity and shift differential, if any,
shall be divided by two thousand '(2000).
C. Compensation for Out-of-Grade-Work. A member who is
temporally assigned to perform duties of a higher rank shall be
paid at the wage scale of the higher rank for every day' S'0
employed, commencing with the first full day of such employment.
The hour rate as defined above shall apply. .
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ARTICLE XXII. SPECIAL CONFERENCES.'
The city and the Association agree to meet and to confer
on matters of interest upon written request of either party. The
written request shall state the nature of the matters to be
discussed and reason(s) for requesting the conference. Discussion
shall be limited to matters set forth in the request, but it ,is
understood that these special conferences shall not be used to re-
negotiate this agreement. Special conferences shall be held within
ten (10) calendar days of the receipt of the written request and
shall be held at a time and place which is mutually agreeable to
the parties. Each party shall be represented by not more than five
(5) persons at special conferences.
ARTICLE XXIII. PERSONAL LEAVE
A. All members shall be granted a maximum of six (6) days in
1994 and 1995 without giving a reason' therefor, 'which leave shall
not be cumulative. Personal leave may be consecutive working days.
In addition, any member 'shall be granted five (5) scheduled work
days with pay due to death in his immediate family." The
term" immediate family" shall mean natural, foster, step-parents, or
grandparents, children, brothers, sisters, spouses, father-in-law
or mother-in-law, or any relative residing in the household, which
leave may not be cumulative. Personal leave, but not bereavement
leave, shall be pro-rated during the first' calendar year of
employment. Personal leave may be taken in blocks of not less
than (2) hours. Employees shall be paid for a maximum of thirty-
six (36) hours of unused leave for 1994 and 1995.
B. In addition to the forgoing, every employee shall be
allo~ed all necessary released time with pay to take civil Service
promotional examinations for positions within the department of
Public Safety.' Such employee will not be required to work for the
24~hour period prior to the end of the examination.
ARTICLE XXIV. LEAVE OF ABSENCE FOR ASSOCIATION REPRESENTATIVES.
Association officers, representatives and delegates will
be allowed all necessary released time with pay to attend
,Association' and 'Executive Board meetings" to participate in
negotiations with the Employer,' adjustment of grievances,
arbitr~tion'hearings, and other functions relative to the operation
of this agreement. Three (3) members will be given leave with pay
to attend conventions.
'
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, Newly created and vacant promotional positions shall be
filled from civil service lists within, thirty (30)' days, provided
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however, that if any list would expire prior to that time, the
position will be filled. before the expiration of the list in
existence at the time .the v~cancy occurs, or the new position is
created. If it is necessary that a position be filled temporarily
until a list is propounded, the Bureau shall post the position and
candidat~s who would. be eligible to take the civil Service
examination may apply for the temporary job. The provisions of
Article XXII shall apply. The person. filling the position
temporarily shall be compensated at the rate that the permanent
position will pay.
ARTICLE XXVI. PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AND IMPROVEMENT COURSES.
A. The city and the Association are in agreement that it is
to the best interest 'of the administration of the Bureau that as
many employees as possible participate in professional, educational
and training courses whenever the sa~e are available. In order to
facilitate the availability of such courses to the personnel the
following criteria are hereby adopted:
1. The City shall on bulletin boards located at Police
Headquarters post announcements of all courses to be given which
either compulsory for a segment of the staff, are prerequisites to
promotion, or improved assignment, or may be optional for the
purpose of improving the professional standing of the officer of
the Bureau. All eligibl~ staff members shall have an opportunity
to bid for the prerequisite, special and openings available, the
senior personnel will be given the preference' subject to any
special requirements by the institution giving the course.
2. Any member attending an optional educational course
related to the furtherance of his proficiency as a police officer,
with approval of the city given in advance, shall upon successful
completion, be reimbursed by the City for the cost of the tuition
and other expenses advanced by him in the taking of such course.
ARTICLE XXVII. ASSIGNMENTS AND TRANSFERS.
It is. recognized that transfers may be to either a more
or less desirable function or position. Therefore, in selecting
personnel for transfer or assignment the following criteria shall
be applied: .
1. The Bureau may transfer any employee to a position
less desirable than the one he formerly occupied in an emergency
situation. However, such transfer shall not continue for more than
one (1) week unless the employee agrees to continue to perform the
duties for a longer period of time. If it is necess~ry to fill the
position for an extended period of ti~e, the officer with the least
seniority shall be selected. .
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2. Vacancies shall be posted and all employees desiring
to be transferred to such assignments shall submit their written
request to the Chief of Police. Appointments thereto shall be made
by seniority. In-othe event a position is available for which
special qualifications or skills are required, and the senior
applicant is not qualified for the position, the Bureau shall
immediately arrange for a training program for that member who
shall be required to satisfactorily complete the course or program
in order to fill the position. Any police officer who is by-passed
in selection for such assignment shall be advised in writing of the
reason therefor and may, if he be~ieves the employer is in error,
file a grievance.
3. In addition, 'all positions in the Bureau shall be
open for reassignment on an annual basis. Each employee' shall
submit his' or her bid for the position desired on or before
February 1 and assignments shall take effect on,or before 1 March.
Bids shall be by seniority within ranks and apply to shifts, 'zones
(where applicable) and duty assignments.
ARTICLE XXVIII. WAIVER CLAUSE.
The parties acknowledge that during negotiations which
resulted in this agreement, each had the unlimited right and
opportunity to make demands and proposals wi threspect to any
subject or matter not removed by law from the area of collective
bargaining and that the understandings and agreements arrived at by
the parties after the'exercise,of that right and opportunity by the
parties after the exercise of that right and opportunity are set
forth in this agreement. Therefore, the City and the' Association
for the life of this agreement, each voluntarily and unqualifiedly
waives the right, and each agrees that the other shall not be
obligated to bargain collectively with respect to any subject or
matter referred to or covered by this agreement.
ARTICLE XXIX. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.
1. since all police officers are presumed to be subject
to duty twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days per week,
any action taken by a member on his or her time off, which would
have been ta~en by an employee on active' duty, if present, or
available, Ghall be considered official action and the employee
shall have all of the rights and benefits concerning such action as
if he were on active duty. '
2. In the event that a police officer is faced with a
civil claim arising out cf an incident related to his service with
,the bureau, and said claim results in damages being assessed
against the member, whether they be classified as compensatory or
punitive, the City will provide legal counsel for his protection,
and hold him harmless from any financial loss. The determination
of whether any member properly discharged his duty within the scope
21
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of his or her employment, as such is referred to in section 50-J,
shall be made by a board comprised of five (5) members, to include
the city Manager, Corporation Counsel, chairman of the Public
safety Committee of the Troy City Counsel, President of the Troy
P.B.A. and the president of the Command Officers Association, or
their designated representatives. Any such determination shall be
'made by vote of the majority of said board at a meeting.
3. Employees who are required to use their personal
automobiles for official purposes shall be compensated by the city
at the rate of fifteen cents ($.15) per mile. The city also will
provide all necessary insurance coverage for the vehicle during
such service, or pay a proportionate share of the cost of insurance
incurred by the employees.
e 4. The City will provide each employee a handbook
containing the Rules and Regulations of the Department, a copy of
this agreement in booklet form and any General, Special, or
Personnel Order which directly affects a member. provisions i the
Rules and Regulations, inconsistent wi th this agreement,. shall be
modified accordingly.
5. The Association recognizes its responsibility as
bargaining agent and agrees to represent all employees in the
bargaining unit, without discrimination, interference or coercion.
6. 'This agreement shall become effective as of January
1, 1994 and shall terminate on December 31, 1995. Xf the parties
hereto have failed to agree upon a new contract on or before
December 31, 1995, all of the terms and conditions set forth in
this agreement, and any supplement or modification thereof shall
cor.tinue in full force and in effect until the date of execution of
the new agreement.
7. On or about August 1, 1995, immediately preceding the
expiration of this agreement, .the parties shall meet to exchange
their proposa~s'. fqr ne'gotiat~ons for t~e execution of a subsequent
agreement.
...
8. Insofar as any provision of this agreement shall
conflict. with. an ordinanc~ or ~esolution of the City, appropriate
Council action" shall ,be taken to render such ordinance or
reso~~tion comp~tible with this agreement.
9. Wages, hours and all other conditions of employment
legally in effect at the execution of this agreement, except as
improved herein, shall be maintained dur ing the term of this
agreement. no employee shall suffer a reduction in such benefits
as a consequence of the execution of this 'agreement.
10. If any article or section of ' this agreement, or any
supplement thereto, should be held invalid by operation of law or
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by any tribunal of competent jurisdiction, or if compliance witH
and enforcement of any article or section should be restrained by
such tribunal, the remainder of this agreement and its supplements
shall not be affected thereby, a~d the parties shall enter into
immediate collective bargaining negotiations for the purpose of
arriving at a mutually acceptable replacement for such article or
section.
11. Deferred Compensation Plan. The City shall offer to
the members of the Association such deferred compensation plan as
may be established by the city and amended from time to time. The
participation ,in said plan by any member shall be at his or her
option and shall be in accordance with the rules and regulations
set forth in said plain as well as any applicable state and/or
federal laws.
.
, 12. Members are required to maintain their uniforms in
a neat and clean manner all 'times. Directives by superior officers
to repair or to replace or to clean uniform items shall be obeyed
immediately. .'
J~
13. No member shall be required to submit to a polygraph
test during the investigation of alleged departmental misconduct.
14 .' The City agrees to aintain a minimum of 1 Chief
position, 3 Assistant Chief positions and 9 captain Positions and
to maintain that level of staffing hereafter.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed
this agreement the date and year,first above written.
,~
',1
THE CITY OF TROY COMFJlliD OFFICERS ASSOCIATIONS
TROY INC.
BY: [lh1~~
City Manager
BY: ;)~. 6 A~L ,
",
David. 0'Melia -
President, C.O.A.T.
( SCHEDULE "A" ATTACHED HERETO)
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SALARY SCHEDULE" A"
January 1, 1994. through December 31, 1995
CAPTAINS during 1994 & 1995 such
salary will be 20% above that of Sergeant.
ASSISTANT CHIEF ~ during 1994 and 1995 such
salary will be 12% above that of a captain.
CHIEF ! during 1994 and 1995 such
salary will be 10% above that of a Assistant Chief.
Additionally the Chief of Police will receive an additional Thirty
Five Hundred ( $3,500.00 ) which will be part of his annual salary.
In addition to the aforementioned base salary, All Command Officers
will receive a stipend in the amount of One Thousand One Hundred
Fourteen and 00/100 Dollars ($1,114.00) for 1994, said amount to be
paid on the first pay day in the month of July, 1994, and One
Thou'sand One Hundred Fifty Nine ($1159.00) for 1995, said amount to
be paid on the first pay day of July, 1995~
Lonqevity Schedule
Effective January 1, 1994, through December 1995, the City will pay
a longevity allowance, in addition to the above salaries as
follows:
Lenqth of Service Completed Lonqevity Amount
Ten (10) years
Fifteen (15) years
Nineteen (19) years
Twenty-Four {24)
Twenty-Nine (29) years
$850.00
$950.00
$1,250.00
$1,350.00
$1,700.00
Such allowances s~all become effective as of the first day of the
year when the .anniversary date occurs within that year. All-
longevity payments shall be made in lump sum on the first pay day
in December of each year.
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SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL
Employees regularly scheduled to work a shift beginning on or after
3:00 P.M. and ending on or before midnight shall receive Two and
40/100 Dollars ($2.40) for 1994 and 1995, and employees regularly
scheduled to work a shift beginning on or after 11: 00 P. M. and
ending on or before 8: 00 A.M. shall receive Three and 60/100
Dollars ($3.60) for 1994 and 1995 for each shift worked, on
compensatory time, on vacation, or personal leave, on holiday, on
military leave, assigned to a school or training course, regardless
of its hours or on s sick leave for a work related injury or
illness.
.:, ,
An employee 'not regularly assigned to one Qf the shifts set forth
in this section who is required to work one of those shifts will
receive the shift differential provided by this section for each
shift so worked.
An employee who fails to report for duty due to a non-work related
injury or illness shall not receive the shift differential for each
shift on which he fails to report for work.
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